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CCJ Editorial
It gives me great pleasure to welcome and thank our new patrons who have joined since the circulation of the
spring newsletter. The patrons have all expressed support for the CCJ concept. They endorse the process of voluntary enterprise task group completing our Assets and Opportunities Audit and targeting the creation of 10 ten jobs
in communities countrywide. This public endorsement brings with it immediate credibility that will encourage
communities to engage.
We have recruited Willie Donnelly president of WIT, Ciaran O’Cathain president of Athlone IT, Redmond
O’Donoghue former CEO of Waterford Wedgwood/ Chairman of Failte Ireland, Brian Cody Kilkenny Senior
Hurling Manager /Principal of St Patricks NS, Mairead McGuinness MEP, Eamonn O’Cuiv T.D. Cornamona Galway, Ned Quinn Chairman of Kilkenny GAA and Eddie Keher Kilkenny’s hurling legend, to join with Sean
Kelly MEP, retired judge Gillian Hussey and Steve Redmond 7 oceans swimmer from West Cork – all outstanding community contributors.
Following current pilot projects the programme will be rolled out countrywide into every county and region. New
patrons will be invited to join and provide a comprehensive endorsement for the people, communities and clubs of
the regions encouraging them to engage.
It is important that Government under its ‘Action Plan for Jobs’ and its new ‘Regional Economic Strategy Plans’
indicate support for the CCJ/ GAA/ 3rd Level jobs programme. Government needs to provide resources to coordinate the vast amount of assets available to the programme in particular the volunteers. There are more than
enough resources available, many of them dormant, to achieve the 10 jobs per community across the regions. A
national jobs programme for communities under a central inter-department co -ordination unit would enable community enterprise task groups to work in partnership with local agencies in achieving the jobs target by 2020.
Donal Traynor
CCJ Chairman

Two Distinguished Leaders Join Growing List of CCJ Patrons
Mairead McGuinness is MEP for Midlands
North-West. Mairead is a vice president of the
European Parliament and is also a member of the
European Parliament’s Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee.

Mairead McGuinness ‐ MEP for
Midlands North‐West

Ciaran O'Cathain ‐ President of
Athlone Institute of Technology
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Ciaran O’Cathain is President of Athlone Institute of Technology, is President of Athletics Ireland and is an executive board member of the
Olympic Council of Ireland.

Corporate Social Responsibility Helping Local Projects

Employees in companies across the State volunteered over
210,000 hours to local groups and projects last year, a sharp
rise on 2013.

tions last year; €8.6m was contributed through in-kind donations
and almost €3.5m was raised through employee fundraising.
Employees also volunteered over 212,000 hours to local groups

48 of Ireland's largest companies contributed over €22m to support

and projects during the year, an increase from 162,000 in 2013.

community groups and organisations in tackling social issues and

Social issues that received the most support were health at almost

causes. The data was collated by Business in the Community Ire-

€6.6mn, education programmes at €2.3m, children and youth pro-

land, a network encouraging corporate social responsibility. Those

jects at €2.28m and poverty programmes at €2.26m. Business in

companies have formed more than 7,000 community links and do-

the Community also pointed out that employees increasingly want

nated more than €22m in cash donations, in-kind donations and

to work with companies who have values that align with their own

employee fundraising to local charities and groups.

and also expect companies to engage with community groups as

Tina Roche, Business in the Community Ireland chief executive,

standard. In addition, the networking group cited a report by

said last year had been a challenging one for the charitable sector,

Deloitte from 2013 which showed that the vast majority of HR

and it was heartening to see employees support local issues.

executives believe that volunteerism has a positive impact on repu-

"What is especially noteworthy is the sharp increase in volunteer

tation and is valued by, and benefits, staff.

hours by employees to local community groups," Ms Roche said.

The companies which boasted the largest amount of employee vol-

"Employees want to work for companies that support their volun-

unteering included Intel Ireland, the ESB, IBM Ireland, Vodafone

teering efforts and crucially want to work where their values align

Ireland Foundation and KPMG.

with their employer. Companies know that by engaging in tackling

The companies whose employees raised some of the biggest

social issues it can drive employee engagement and also can attract

amounts include Bank of Ireland, Boots Retail Ireland, Tesco Ire-

and retain the best talent as employees now expect their employers

land, Marks & Spencer Ireland and Microsoft Ireland.

to have a community strategy in place as standard."

Colm Kelpie

National statistics show that over €10.5m was given in cash dona-

Irish Independent
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Kildorrery Community Development
was instrumental in setting up the ‘Rockmills Community Employment Scheme’ which is run from the community office and provides part-time employment and
training for 17 participants for
Kildorrery and 2 neighbouring
communities and has a full-time
Supervisor.
The group has overseen the funding and completion of several
projects with the help of LEADOaklawn Community Housing Complex
ER funding provided by Ballyhoura Development Ltd. and community funding provided by
Kildorrery Village Map 2015
Cork County Council. The projects include: the building of 9 community sheltered houses with a community centre, several Tidy
Kildorrery, Co. Cork, is a village of just over 300 with a surroundTowns landscaping projects, the renovation of a 400 year old
ing parish containing a total of over 1,500 people. Kildorrery vilthatched building which is now our community office and houses a
lage is situated on a conical hill in the centre of a glacial valley
restaurant in an extension and the purchase of the former creamery
near the geographic centre of Munster and has uninterrupted scenic
yard and buildings which has been developed into a car park in the
views of over 60km to the east and over 80km west, which gives
heart of the village.
views of 11 mountain ranges over 5 counties.
The restaurant is owned by the community and is leased to a local
The village gets its name (Cill Dairbhre: ‘The Church of the
chef and now employs 4 permanent, and several part-time staff,
Oaks’), from a church now in ruin in the village graveyard. The
which includes many first jobchurch was first listed in Papal taxation records in the 12th century
bers who are local teenagers.
and was listed as in ruin by the early 17th century, no doubt a vicThe restaurant being housed in
tim of the political and religious upheaval of the time. In 1604,
the same building as the commuJames ǀ granted ‘The White Knight’ a licence to hold a fair in the
nity/tourist office has now bevillage. For the next 350 years this is what Kildorrery was best
come the hub of social life in the
known for, and especially it’s twice annual horse fairs. In 1887
village. The success of this proWilliam Gates came from Gilford in England and opened a creamject has been an inspiration to the
ery which quickly became the economic hub of the agriculturally
group and to the community as a Community Office and Thatch & Thyme Restaurant
based area. William was a founder along with his 3 brothers of a
whole.
company called ‘The West Surry Dairy Company’ which early in
the 19th century was renamed ‘Cow & Gate’ a brand now a house- The group is currently engaged with producing a 5 year socioeconomic plan for the community. This planning process was kick
hold name throughout Britain and Ireland.
-started by a series of open public meetings in the community
The village is built on the crossroads of the N73, which links
which were facilitated by Carmel Fox and Sadie Allen from BallyMitchelstown with Mallow, and the R512, which links Limerick
houra Development Ltd. In these meetings a total of 9 working
City with Fermoy. Both roads are busy routes but particularly the
groups were formed and
N73 which has now become a link between the M8 exit in Mitchelwere made up of people
stown and Killarney. The road carries over 16,000 vehicles a day
with similar views on the
which include commercial and tourist traffic. Regardless of this
challenges and opportunifootfall the village has seen the rapid decline of its shops and pubs
ties facing the community.
over the past 20 years.
Though the groups vary in
Kildorrery Community Development Limited was established in
their specific area of inter1993 and over the years has worked to improve Kildorrery as a
est many focused on the
Development of Car Park in former creamery Yard
great place in which to work and live. The group consists of 16
community creating emDirectors who meet on a regular basis to plan, guide and implement
ployment through identifying opportunities in non-agricultural
the various projects that enhance the community. KCD Ltd is the
based activities such as tourism, child care and provision of other
umbrella group for the following sub-committees: Housing Assoservices in the community. This plan is currently going to print
ciation, Community Garden, Tidy Towns, Walking Club, Historiand there is already increased community participation since the
cal Society, Community Alert & Safety Group, Playground Group,
initial meetings.
Senior Citizens Committee and Water Group. In 1996 the group
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History and Purpose of Traditional Skills Waterford
My name is Kay Sinnott Browne and I am delighted to have an
variety of traditional craft practitioners to practice their craft creatopportunity to tell you a little about what we're up to in Waterford - ing and developing products and to pass on their skills helping to
empower those marginalised due to unemployment and loss of soIreland's Oldest City, founded by the Vikings in 914.
cial interaction.
In 2013, Waterford Area Partnership secured funding from the Department of Social Protection to run a Traditional Skills CommuniWe are developing a demonstration area at our workshop in Johnty Employment (CE) Scheme. The vision was to bring traditional
stown, Waterford for schools to come and visit (similar to the Vicrafts people together to practice and to pass on their skills and in
king Settlement during Winterval), informing and educating
doing so to tie in with the tourism industry and work with unemthrough interaction and we're developing a website which will have
ployed people, teaching them new skills. In 2014 we secured a
premises in the Johnstown Industrial Estate, close to the city centre a shop for online purchasing of our products. Essentially we're creand began working towards bringing like-minded people together. ating opportunities for collaboration, the celebration of our craft
and cultural heritage leading on to self employment.
We moved into the premises in the summer of
2014 and less than a year
later we have 25 participants who are gaining
skills in traditional boat
building with the training
provided by trainee trainers (themselves participants) who helped to
build the Viking Longboat currently on view
outside Reginald's Tower
and built as part of a Local Training Initiative in
2011. (We tied in with
the Cheekpoint Fishing
Heritage Group and secured FLAG funding to
restore 5 traditional
Cheekpoint punts).
We are also providing training in woodturning (having built our
own traditional pole lathes and shave horses), wood work based on
traditional designs (we've made a medieval cart to transport our
traditional clay oven and we're currently constructing a traditional
loom) and ceramics (basing product design on artifacts from our
Viking heritage).
Along with passing on traditional craft skills and working on introducing participants to a wide variety of traditional crafts, we animate traditional crafts by participating in local festivals - Harvest,
Winterval etc. During the Winterval Festival 2014, we partnered
with Fadó Productions to bring traditional craft and the story of
our Viking heritage to life by creating a Viking Settlement in the
ruins of The French Church, Greyfriars.
With makeshift traditional shelters housing basket weavers, potters,
wood turners, blacksmiths, leather workers and weavers in Viking
costume practicing their craft and displaying foods and weapons.
We cooked food over turf fires and visitors had an opportunity to
'have a go' and to learn more about these crafts, their origins and
daily Viking life. We met over 12,000 visitors (local, national and
international) including primary and secondary school classes over
the 18 day period of the festival (we were open for 4 hours per
day). As we go forward in 2015 and beyond, our vision is to establish a social enterprise based on Traditional Craft here in Waterford. We are happy to collaborate with Communities Creating Jobs
on this journey and share our learning. We hope to attract a wide

Kay Sinnott Browne,
Supervisor,
Traditional Skills CE Scheme,
Phone: 051 574913
Mobile: 086 104 3327
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Kilkieran Cottage Restaurant
Kilkieran Cottage Restaurant
is located next to the historic Kilkieran High Crosses just
2 miles from Piltown in county
Kilkenny, and 4 miles from
Carrick-On-Suir in county Tipperary – a medieval town with its
Ormond Castle, and a unique Tudor Mansion -- just to the north of
Kilkieran is the Kilmacoliver Walk and Megalithic Tomb, and the
Corseal (an under developed prehistoric stone circle and tomb
where people gather to see the winter solstice on the 21st
December each year. The Ahenny High Crosses just over the border in county Tipperary are also near by. The Barony Meeting
(now the Iverk Show) is held in Piltown at the end of August. It is
the oldest and one of the largest agricultural shows in Ireland dating from 1826.
Frank Walsh returned permanently to Ireland in 1996. He decided
Sitting on the Southern slopes of the Boolagh Hills with panoramic
together with his wife Ade, to complement the development of the
views across the Suir Valley to the Comeragh Mountains, and
area by providing a place where visitors to the High Crosses could
Slieve na mon, Kilkieran’s unique location has made it a special
stop for some refreshment, and enjoy the beautiful scenery. During
place to go for diners offering a modern Irish Cuisine with a twist.
the Spring and Summer months they can listen to the birdsong
from the 5 acres of woodland preserved for the wildlife.
They proceeded to develop the land, and renovate the old buildings. They built a ‘Cottage’ style restaurant, which greatly enhanced the character of the area.
Frank and Ade met when Frank was working in Ade’s hometown
of Jakarta as Financial Controller with a large American Construction Company, and Ade was Public Relations Consultant for a
group of restaurants in the centre of the city. Together they started
the business of Kilkieran Cottage Restaurant. The restaurant was
built in 1997, and it was first opened in 1998. They ran the restaurant from 1998 to 2002 when their first daughter was born. When
the last lease ended in 2012, they refurbished and re-launched the
restaurant with a commitment to create a meaningful business that
would benefit local employment and further enhance the locality.
It is a pleasant change from town restaurants, a relaxing getaway
from daily routines, and a unique trip into the countryside of South
Kilkenny, Tipperary, and Waterford counties within 30
minutes drive of Kilkenny City, Waterford, Clonmel and only 10
minutes from Carrick--On--Suir.

The business focuses on supporting local farmers and suppliers
who produce high quality fruit and vegetables, John O’Shea of
Iverk Produce in Piltown has been a great supporter and outstanding supplier of excellent produce to the restaurant. Meat and
Fish are also sourced locally and seasonally.

The story of Kilkieran Cottage began in 1983 when Frank Walsh
purchased the land consisting of 32 acres and some derelict buildings, with plans to develop the property in a way that would complement the High Crosses, the Holy Well, and historic Graveyard,
which adjoins the property. The ancient graveyard was over grown
and difficult to access until a group of local residents got together,
and formed a working group to clear and tidy up the graveyard and
highlight the existence of its unique High Crosses. More details of
the Celtic Crosses and the Holy Well can be found in the Kilkenny
Archaeological Journal of 1851. There is unfortunately very little
trace of the old monastic settlement that was originally there.

Kildalton College with its famed Horticultural Gardens and expertise is close by. The hospitality department at Waterford Institute
of Technology has also been very supportive to the restaurant
and provides invaluable training courses. In WIT, Ade has gained
Diploma in Restaurant Management, and recently just finished the
Immersion program in Advance Professional Cookery. The restaurant employs 7 people on part-- time basis, and a full time
floor Supervisor. They are all local people, and encouragement is
given to those who wish to follow careers in Catering, and obtain
formal qualifications through WIT or other vocational schools.
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The restaurant itself is doing well in a difficult climate responding
to a changing marketplace. In particular providing an establishment where customers can celebrate special family occasions;
birthdays, christenings, first communions, confirmations, etc. It
also prides itself on its diversity having hosted ‘Harvest Gathering
Celebration’ for local farming community, to Bluegrass music
concert for country music fans, a Christmas Market with Carols
sung by the local primary school children from Owning, and each
year in July, a ‘One Act Play’ performed by the very talented
members of the local Carrick-On-Suir ‘Brewery Lane Drama Society’, and also an Art Exhibition as part of the ‘Clancy Festival’ of
Music and Art.
Plans for the future development include a walking/ exercise trail
around the perimeter of the land with fun picnic area, and the
preservation of the woodland as a Sanctuary for wildlife. The development of a ‘Kitchen Garden’, to grow more fruit trees to supply home-grown produce, which Ade plans to use for a new venture in the near future.

business, and needed in the area. The development of part of the
land into a ‘camping site’ is currently on the study. Piltown Community Network has shown interest in working together with us on
this project.
Funding is currently an issue for these various projects, but they
can hopefully be completed in phases as the economic climate improves.

A barn area at the back of the restaurant has been enclosed and the
stage area was built last year together with Brewery Lane Drama
Society. It has hosted many events; from musical & drama performances, to Christmas market. A further plan is to establish a
‘weekly market’, where local people can hire stalls to sell/display
their products. A small craft shop will be constructed in one of the
old stone outbuildings, which will display local craft, artisan producers, artworks, and advertise the wealth of amenities in the area
as a whole.
The natural geography of the land allows for a small amphitheatre
to be developed next to the restaurant, which of course will give a
positive boost to the neighbourhood, increase visitors to the area,
and opens up more job opportunities in the locality. All these developments mentioned would certainly create increased employment.
There is also a long-term plan for the development of ‘on site accommodation’, which is regarded as essential for the growth of the
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Drumshanbo Enterprise Centre - Leitrim
The aim of Drumshanbo Community Enterprise Centre is to provide a First Stop Shop in the Drumshanbo region for supporting
new and existing enterprise through providing access to a range of
incubation/enterprise space, information, advice training and other
services tailored to suit client needs.

must have a business idea and be open to change in their business/
career. The business ideas on the programme ranged from chimney
sweeping to online sales of local crafts.
The programme is a combination of personal and business development. The participants engage in thought provoking discussion and
research which develops their business confidence and business
idea. They go through the key stages of business planning from
market research to financial projections. There is a strong emphasis
on supports available within the centre and from all relevant agencies. The local Development Company and Leitrim Local Enterprise Office are invited to give a presentation to the group. This is
very important as it is often the start of an on-going relationship for
the business. The group work in the course is very important for
the participants as it helps develop their confidence and rehearse
their sales technique. This increases their chance of success both
with customers and with support agencies and other relevant people like banks etc.

Established since 1990, the Centre currently has 22,500 square feet
of enterprise space aimed at new and existing enterprises with 70%
occupancy. This has been achieved through the implementation of
an affordable rent policy, aimed at attracting suitable enterprises to
utilise the centre and generate economic activity locally, whilst
employing local people.
The Centre has a Board
of seven voluntary directors, a part-time
manager, two part time
staff, a CE participant
and a RSS participant.
We also have five casual tutors that work on
programmes as the
need arises.

The certification and grade is based mainly on the business plan the
participant completes. The plan is designed to be a working document that can be edited to fulfil different purposes. There is a large
focus on timescales I the plan, this allows the progress of the business to be monitored on an on-going basis and identify if corrective
We currently have thiraction is needed.
teen businesses in the centre. They range in sectors from EngineerThe programme finished in May and so far eight of the participants
ing, Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation, Agriculture,
are in business, three are going through the BTWEA application
Training, Crafts and Services. There are currently approximately
process and five have decided their idea is not viable at this time.
thirty people employed in the businesses in the centre.
We will continue to provide mentoring and guidance supports to all
The services currently provided are listed below:
participants if requested.
Incubator space
This project is unique in this region as there is a very close working
relationship between DSP, Leitrim Development Company, MSL
Broadband
ETB, Leitrim Local Enterprise Office and ourselves. This joint
Training/training rooms
approach has been very successful and we intent to build on this
success.
Car parking
For any information about the centre and the work we do you can
call us on 071 9641577, e-mail mbruen@drumshanboenterprise.ie
or visit our website www.drumshanboenterpise.ie

Hot Desks
Easy in/out furnished hi-tech incubation units at low cost
Business advisory services
Sign posting
Secretarial services
Networking/Clustering opportunities
QQI level 5 Start Your own Business course
We recently delivered a QQI level 5 Start and Grow Your Own
Business course in the centre. The course was funded by MSL ETB
and delivered over forty eight hours. Seventeen participants started
the course and sixteen completed the course with certification. The
course was developed in close co-operation with Leitrim Development Company and the Department of Social Protection (DSP).
The course is different to other similar programmes because it has
a very practical and hand holding element. It is delivered over fifteen weeks which allows the business to grow as the programme is
being delivered. DSP clients that expressed an interest in selfemployment were targeted for the programme, however not all
participants on the programme were DSP clients. The participants
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John T Power’s All-Ireland Medals Secured for Posterity
The chairman of Piltown Enterprise Group
Johnny O’Shea and proprietor O’Shea Farms
& Iverk Produce purchased 3 All Ireland hurling medals won by the great Kilkenny goalkeeper John T Power in 1911, 1912 and 1913.
The auction was held in the Ormonde Hotel in
Kilkenny for €40,000. Johnny is a well known businessman in
south east. He is also a leading figure in the Iverk Agricultural
Show which is the oldest show in Ireland, founded in 1826.

es is targeting 10 jobs in every community in the country. The success of the project is dependent on good will, voluntary effort and
collaboration between community, state and private sector stakeholders. Entrepreneurs it a strong affinity to home community are
key drivers in achieving the 10 jobs target. That community ethos
and spirit built on pride in place and people is the unseen driving
force with the capacity to mobilise so many dormant resources to
create jobs at local level. Every community has its unique set of
resources that when mobilised by CCJ/GAA/ Third Level Education will achieve that target. The resources just need to be identiHe told auctioneer Fonsie Meally that the medals were being
fied and co-ordinated. The CCJ/GAA/ Third Level ‘Assets and
brought back to the parish and received a cheer and loud round of
Opportunities Audit’ will achieve that objective for every commuapplause after he beat off 2 other bidders to take the medals home
nity.
to Piltown. Piltown is a parish steeped in the history Kilkenny
hurling and with a great community spirit which manifests itself in
a range of voluntary enterprise projects. Piltown Enterprise of
which Johnny is chairman has restored the old Glanbia creamery in
the village as a listed building. Their plan is to target 10 jobs for
phase 1 and then proceed with phases 2 and 3.
John T Power was a legendary goalkeeper and he played with Jack
Anthony another All-Ireland winning hurler from Piltown of the
period. Both are remembered and celebrated in song and story. It
was fitting that Johnny O’Shea purchased the medals and confirmed to those in attendance that they were returning home. The
reserve price on the medals was €15,000 but the bidding was intense rising by €1,000 at a time until Johnny made the final successful bid.
The O’Shea family have been major employers in Piltown down the years. The
family dates back to the 1830s. In 1969 they
were farming 195 acres with mixture of
dairy, beef, cereal, potatoes and carrots.
Currently they farm over 1,800 acres with
additional land leased in surrounding counties growing a wide variety of early and main crop potatoes. Located in the Suir Valley
the premier location for fruit growing in the country Iverk Produce
was founded in 1980... The aim was to supply quality fresh fruit
and vegetable to wholesalers, retail shops, hotels, catering services
and restaurants across the south east. In 1991 Iverk Produce
formed a joint venture with Dublin based Total Produce plc of Europe’s largest distributors of fresh produce. From its base in
Piltown it now supplies over 750 retail stores nationwide with daily deliveries making it one of Ireland’s largest distributors of fresh
fruit and vegetables. They currently employ 200 full time staff as
well as a large number of seasonal workers. They also work with
over 40 growers in the south east who employ a further 300 people
directly and indirectly.
Communities Creating Jobs (CCJ) with GAA and 3rd level colleg-
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John T Powers All‐Ireland Medals

Piltown Enterprise Centre

Iverk Produce and O’Sheas Farm

Government Enterprise Tools
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We will change your mind about seaweed!

Marie Power

Marie Power, aka The Sea Gardener is a
Waterford-based seaweed forager & educator, food producer and author of a cookbook.
Her journey with seaweed began as a
child and developed with an interest in
rocky shore ecology. As a volunteer with
the Irish Wildlife Trust, she ran wildlife
& ecology events and when she brought
along her seaweed scones, soup & cookies to one outing in 2006, the response
was so positive, it led to forages for Dungarvan Food Festival and other local festivals & events.

Requests for her recipes led to the publication of The Sea Garden –
a guide to seaweed cookery & foraging in 2013. The book is now
on its second print run and interest in seaweed, forages & health is
growing. It is for sale in over 30 good books shops around the
country and online.
The Sea Gardener launched a range of healthy protein snack bars
in 2014, and soon after, a savoury caponata, all containing their
own special blend of seaweeds.
The products received a positive reaction in the artisan food shops
of Waterford & Kilkenny, including Ardkeen Quality Foodstore,

Glasrai & Goodies, Blasta Wholefoods and were selected for the
Supervalu Food Academy in March 2015 –now stocked in stores
in Waterford, Cork & Wexford. The Butler’s Pantry shops in Dublin now stock the bars and caponata.
Foraging and cookery workshops appeal to
visitors and locals alike, and have led to
several collaborations with local tourism
providers, chefs and community & voluntary groups.
Support from Waterford Chamber Skillsnet,
Waterford LEO and BIM was used to develop the home-based business, carry out
research, product testing and marketing.
Marie’s background is in management &
training consultancy and she holds an Med.in Education.
The business is growing rapidly, with interest in foraging, cookery,
healthy eating and food provenance appearing to be the main drivers. Seaweed has always been part of Co.Waterford and Ireland’s
food heritage and is undergoing a revival of interest – The Sea
Gardener has now made it look and taste good for a wider public!
For further information, see www.theseagardener.ie
Contact Marie at 086 8124275 or
email marie@theseagardener.ie

New Fund For Community Enterprise Now Open!

Calling all Community Groups and Organisations in Ireland with Ideas for Projects to Create Jobs
A €5m competitive Community Enterprise Initiative Fund is open to stimulate and support enterprise and job creation at a local community and regional level.
The competitive call for applications is open to new and existing organisations, groups and alliances who collaboratively seek to promote entrepreneurship, create jobs, foster innovation and enhance export opportunities for small business. A pre requisite for proposals
is the need to demonstrate innovative solutions to fostering and creating employment. Priority will be given to new approaches that
strengthen the entrepreneurial ecosystem
The fund is part of the Government’s €250m Regional Enterprise Development Initiative aimed atr accelerating economic recovery in
every part of the country
The deadline for application is 6p.m. on Friday 10th July 2015.
For more information and to apply on-line visit: www.enterprise-ireland.com/communityenterpriseinitiative
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A Taste of Mexico in Dunhill
DUNHILL may seem an unlikely
location for the establishment of a
Mexican food business. However,
a new venture is set to bring Latino flair to the County Waterford
village.
Javier Garduno and Michelle
Comerford (daughter of Waterford entertainer Pat Comerford)
are preparing to open ‘El Sombrero’ in the Dunhill Ecopark.
The couple’s journey together began through their shared love of
Mexican food, as they met in Javier’s restaurant in Mexico. Since
moving from Mexico to Ireland in 2007, Javier and Michelle have
resided in Water- ford City with their four sons.

to eat meals. “We will start with traditional salsas and enchiladas
made with corn tortillas,” explained Michelle.
They have already received very positive feedback to their products. “We have used recipes from my family and Michelle’s family
to offer authentic, traditional Mexican food,” said Javier.
“We want to share our traditions with the Irish people. Using that
mixture of family traditions allows us to get authentic Mexican
flavours.”
‘El Sombrero’ will create jobs both directly and indirectly, as
Javier explained. “We are creating jobs in the factory but also creating jobs in the area. At the start, we will be importing some of
the ingredients but we already have arrangements with farmers in
the area,” he said.

The entrepreneurial duo saw a niche in the Irish market for developing authentic Mexican food and began attending various food
festivals and markets.
“It was good to meet a lot of people and to get opinions on our
food. The people we met loved our food,” explained Javier.
“However, it was a very bad time for all businesses as it was the
beginning of the recession and our business was also weather dependent.”

Enchiladas

They also aim to
show people how to
use Mexican food to
its fullest potential
through online videos. “For example,
sometimes people
use salsas just as
dips but there are
many other uses,”
said Michelle.

Dunhill is already home to a number of artisan food producers and
the area already has an international flavour through ‘Glorious
Sushi’ which was established by Tetyana Zhemerdyey.
Dunhill Rural Enterprises Ltd. was established in 2000 as part of
the DFBA (Dunhill, Fenor, Boatstrand, Annestown) community
network with the aim of developing an entrepreneurial culture
and creating jobs. It is a not-for-profit company with charitable
status consisting of a voluntary board which includes Chairman
Willie Moore and Secretary Senan Cooke.
In 2011, Dunhill Rural Enterprises Ltd. established Communities
Creating Jobs (CCJ) along with Carbery Enterprise Group in
Skibereen. CCJ is a national voluntary organisation committed
to helping communities create ten jobs by sharing ideas, solutions, enabling tools, replicable projects, site visits and eliminating waste of time, funds, materials and equipment and mistakes
already made elsewhere free of charge.
Javier and Michelle
“The new jobs created by ‘El Sombrero’ are a major boost to
Dunhill -Fenor parish but also to CCJ which is targeting 10 jobs
Javier completed a Master of Science (MSc) in Global Financial
per community countrywide, ” said Senan Cooke.
Information Systems at Waterford Institute of Technology (WIT). “If communities establish themselves properly, develop their
The couple were still keen to establish their Mexican food business networks, work with the agencies and identify the assets at their
and, with the assistance of a local company, they developed ‘El
disposal and if they create ten jobs they will be so strong that
Sombrero’.
they will go on to create another ten and another ten,” he explained.
After meeting with some of the existing food producers at Dunhill
Ecopark, Javier said he was very impressed by the atmosphere of
The Mexican ambassador Carlos Garcia De Alba is due to offico-operation. Now, Javier and Michelle are developing a specialcially open the enterprise in early July.
ised unit in the Ecopark and hope to open in Mid-May.
‘El Sombrero’ will produce various products including and ready
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The Future of Ballydehob is in the Bank - Carol Gilbert

AIB bank in Ballydehob

The future of Ballydehob is
bright thanks to the vision
and courage of two local
people, Maura O’Brien and
William Swanton. The
‘unsung heroes’ signed a
loan agreement with Skibbereen Credit Union, on
behalf of Ballydehob Community Council to purchase
the former AIB Bank building which stands central in
the West Cork village.

the building is in line with terms agreed and is met through local
fundraising efforts.
At the Community Council’s public meeting held on May 25, deOther projects for the betterment of the whole community include
tails were outlined for the future development of the bank building. removal of sludge from the estuary and a feasibility study was
The purchase ties in with proposals made by the Mizen Partnership completed last year.
which has identified Ballydehob as the hub and gateway to the
Various fundraising sources within the community were mentioned
Mizen peninsula. This provides a starting point for tourists and
at the meeting and special thanks were expressed to all those who
the first welcome for visitors to the region.
supported these efforts. Without this ongoing support the work
As well as a tourist information center, the building will focus on
undertaken by the volunteers would simply not be able to continue.
the mining heritage of the area, which is steeped in history.
Mr. Patrick Murphy, Chairman of Ballydehob Community CounIt is hoped to cater and provide amenities for all ages within the
cil, called on more people to come on board and encouraged anypremises, from senior citizens to the youth of the region, so the
one from the locality who wished to become involved to do so.
building will become a focal point for locals and tourists alike.
An impressive amount of work has already been carried out by
community volunteers. Suggestions from the floor were invited
It would be difficult to have a more open and upbeat meeting
and amongst those made were that a regular newsletter be pubwhich highlighted a remarkable number of positive projects curlished which would keep everyone informed and up to date on prorently underway. For such a small community to undertake and
gress.
succeed in so many different directions speaks much of the goodJames O’Neill, acting Director of Services with Muintir na Tire,
will and talents which abound in this small West Cork village.
hailed Ballydehob Community Council’s purchase of the former
AIB Bank in the village as ‘a great achievement’ and he applauded
One of the projects which has been ongoing for the past three years the fact that the council is on schedule to have it paid back within
is The Fastnet Trail which will open on June 28. This encompasses the agreed number of years.
80 kms of walks, has been passed by the National Trails and will
be on the National Trails website. Damien Enright will officially
‘The council’s success with this project tells me this is a very proopen The Fastnet Trail at Kilcoe.
active community,’ said Mr O’Neill, ‘and I wish them well with
Animal sculptures, by Carol James, will be a feature of The Fastnet their endeavor.’
Trail and a fox and two cubs will be appearing in the next couple
of weeks. Look out for other animals emerging during the year.
A feasibility study for the former bank building will be put on display shortly and submissions sought from members of the public.
Mr. O’Neill made the observation: ‘Community groups tend to
spend a lot of time focused on their next project, but I believe it is
imperative to take time out and celebrate what they achieve in their
voluntary capacity, and to celebrate that once a year.’
Mr. O’Neill said 'This is a community that is passionate about its
sense of place. Congratulations to all involved.’

A beautiful video of aerial shots of the village and its environs,
filmed by local man, Tom Vaughan, illustrated very clearly how
much Ballydehob has to offer.
With an overview of the former bank building and its surroundings,
it was easy to see how this building could become a focal point for
the village and become the village square. Payment of the loan for
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Students from Middle-East Visit Dunhill to Research Social Enterprise

20 Jobs To Be Created in Meath by Ethnic Food Producer
Minister for Skills, Research and Innovation, Damien English TD
welcomed the announcement that a UK-based company will establish operations in Meath, creating 20 jobs. The jobs being created
are with white-label ethnic food producers Deko Foods Ltd.
The company was introduced to Ireland through ConnectIreland,
the company responsible for delivering the Government’s Succeed
in Ireland initiative, as part of the Action Plan for Jobs, in association with IDA Ireland. Enterprise Ireland has also been instrumental in helping the company to establish in Ireland.
Welcoming the announcement, Minister Damien English, T.D.,
said; “I am delighted that Deko Foods has decided to establish a
base in Kells. This adds to a growing number of companies who
have chosen Meath to set up their business.
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